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Reaction-Pathway Selection in the Structural Dynamics of a Heme Protein

Karin Nienhaus,[b] Stephan Lutz,[d] Markus Meuwly,*[d, e] and G. Ulrich Nienhaus*[a, b, c]

At any given point in time, a myriad of chemical reactions
are taking place in a living cell. Most prevalent are protein
interactions with other proteins and DNA/RNA, lipids,
sugar moieties, and small ligand molecules. All these reac-
tions form a finely tuned and mutually regulated complex
network that sustains the vital functions of the cell. Explor-
ing the mechanistic details of such reactions at the molecu-
lar level is a challenging yet essential endeavor for advanc-
ing medicine, biology, and biotechnology. Solving protein
structures is a prerequisite in this pursuit, and protein ener-
getics and dynamics are further crucial ingredients that need
to be studied to understand biomolecular reactions.

In recent years, powerful computational methods to ex-
amine protein energetics and dynamics associated with bio-
molecular reactions in silico have been developed. Herein,
we have combined time-resolved spectroscopy with molecu-
lar-dynamics (MD) simulations to elucidate an intriguing re-
action-pathway selection mechanism in neuroglobin (Ngb),
a small heme protein from the globin family.[1] Ngb is pri-
marily expressed in neuronal tissue and is known to provide
neuroprotection under hypoxic conditions; its precise phys-
iological function is still under debate.[2] Hemoglobins have
long served as model systems for exploring protein dynamics
and protein–ligand interactions.[3–9] They bind dioxygen and
other small ligands at an interior active site provided by a
ferrous (FeII) iron of a heme prosthetic group. A wide varie-
ty of spectroscopic and structural studies have revealed a

stunning complexity of this biologically “simple” reac-
tion.[10–17]

Unlike hemoglobin, which has a vacant sixth FeII coordi-
nation in the absence of an exogenous ligand, Ngb binds an
endogenous ligand, that is, the imidazole side chain of the
distal histidine, His 64. Flash-photolysis experiments on CO
ligated murine Ngb (double mutant C 55 S-C 120 S, herein re-
ferred to as wild-type (wt) NgbCO) with optical-absorption
monitoring gave the reaction Scheme depicted in Fig-
ure 1 a.[18,19] Photodissociation of CO with a short laser pulse
generates metastable pentacoordinate deoxy species, NgbP,
which relaxes back to NgbCO along different pathways.
Direct (geminate) rebinding of dissociated CO molecules
from within the protein occurs on sub-microsecond time
scales at physiological temperatures and is not considered
herein. A large fraction of CO molecules escape into the
solvent after photodissociation and bind to the heme iron
on the millisecond time scale (Figure 1 a, process I a). They
compete with the endogenous His 64 ligand for the vacant
sixth coordination site at the heme iron (Figure 1 a, proces-
s Ib), which is evident from the presence of two steps in the
kinetics (Figure 1 b). In the first step, CO or His 64 bind at
the sixth heme iron coordination; the second, slower step in-
dicates that the hexacoordinate deoxy Ngb (NgbH) species
persists until the bound His 64 ligand thermally dissociates
and is replaced by the more tightly bound CO molecule
(Figure 1 a, process II).

Assuming the three-state reaction scheme (1):

NgbHG
k�His

kHis

HNgbP
kCO
��!NgbCO ð1Þ

in which kHis and k�His being the association and dissociation
rate coefficients, respectively, for binding the endogenous
His 64, and kCO the association rate coefficient for CO bind-
ing, a general solution of the kinetics exists.[20] (We note that
CO dissociation from the heme iron is very slow and thus
neglected here.) A simple and intuitive approximate solu-
tion can be obtained by noting that the two kinetic steps are
well separated in time, indicating that k�His !kHis, kCO, giving
Equation (2)[18, 19]:

NðtÞ ¼ N1exp½�l1t� þN2exp½�l2t� ð2Þ

in which N(t) is the fraction of molecules that have not re-
bound a CO ligand after time t. N1 and N2 represent the
fractions of molecules rebinding in the first and second step,
respectively. The apparent rate coefficients, l1 and l2, are
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given by Equations (3) and (4)

l1 ¼ kHis þ kCO ð3Þ

l2 ¼ k�His N1 � k�His ð4Þ

The fractions of Ngb molecules, which bind in the first
and second step, are presented by Equations (5) and (6):

N1 ¼
kCO

kHis þ kCO
ð5Þ

N2 ¼
kHis

kHis þ kCO
ð6Þ

For comparison with the experimental data, we note that
kCO is a pseudo-first order coefficient, kCO = k’CO [CO], and a
scaling factor, which depends on the absorption of the spe-
cies at the monitored wavelength is required to calculate N2

from the absorbance signal A2. Moreover, we stress that the
approximation introduced in Equation (4) is well justified
because N2 !N1 in all kinetic traces shown in Figure 1.

For measuring the kinetics of wt NgbCO at 290 K with our
home-built flash photolysis system (Figure 1 b),[21] the pro-
tein was expressed in E. coli and purified as described.[18]

The CO derivative was prepared by equilibration of the pro-
tein solution with 1 and 0.05 atm CO, yielding CO concen-
trations of approximately 1 mm and 50 mm, respectively. It is
evident from Figure 1 b that the first step shifts to longer
times with decreasing [CO], as expected from the decreased
kCO [Eq. (3)]. Concomitantly, the amplitude of the second
kinetic step, N2, increases because the smaller kCO causes
the competition between His 64 and CO for the sixth coordi-
nation to shift in favor of His 64. However, even at 0.05 atm
(ca. 50 mm) CO, kCO @kHis, so that NgbH remains a minority
species. We note that a further decrease of [CO] would
bring us into the regime of stoichiometric rather than
pseudo-first order binding, which would introduce additional
complications. The dotted lines in Figure 1 b represent a
global fit of both kinetic traces with Equations (2)–(6),
showing that the three-state model [Eq. (1)] gives an overall
reasonable, yet coarse approximation, giving the microscop-
ic rate coefficients k’CO = (58�2) mm

�1 s�1, kHis = (36�3) s�1,
and k�His = (0.13�0.06) s�1. However, pronounced devia-
tions of the first step from an exponential are clearly evi-
dent, indicating that a model with single-rate coefficients is
overly simplistic. Moreover, the variations of N2 with [CO]
are smaller than predicted by the fit, which again shows that
the model is qualitatively correct, but does not afford a
quantitative description of the [CO] dependent kinetics. Un-
fortunately, the observed distributions of apparent rate coef-
ficients cannot be further disentangled into distributions of
microscopic rate coefficients. For the Ngb mutants studied
herein, marked deviations from exponential kinetics are also
evident, even for the second step (Figure 1 c and d). Howev-
er, the qualitative behavior of the three-state model with
slowing of the first step and increasing amplitude of the
second step with decreasing [CO] is generally observed.

Comparison of the X-ray structures of NgbCO (protein
data bank (pdb) accession code 1W92)[22] and NgbH (pdb ac-
cession code 1Q1F )[23] revealed a pronounced heme sliding
motion when His 64 dissociates from the heme iron, which
removes His 64 from the active site so that CO can bind.
This observation suggests that the heme dynamics governs
the probability of the system to bind His 64 or CO, that is, to
select between pathways I a and b (Figure 1 a).

We set out to test this hypothesis by restricting the free
space available to the heme for its sliding motion. To this
end, site-directed mutagenesis was used to systematically
vary the size of amino acid residue 109, which is in close
contact with the heme in the NgbH structure.[23] Mutants
were generated by using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit

Figure 1. a) Schematic of NgbCO rebinding kinetics. Photolysis of NgbCO

generates pentacoordinate NgbP. CO (I a) and His64 (I b) compete for the
free binding site. The transiently formed NgbH is converted to NgbCO by
ligand replacement (II). Flash photolysis kinetics at 290 K measured by
optical absorption spectroscopy at l =436 nm of b) wt NgbCO (pH 8, 1
and 0.05 atm CO; dotted lines: fit with the model in Equation 2),
wt NgbCO and related mutants (pH 8) at c) 1 atm CO and d) 0.05 atm CO.
*=wt V 109; ~=V109 L; ^=V109 F; and !=V109 W.
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(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA); proteins were expressed and pu-
rified as described for the wt protein.[18] We have examined
the resulting effects on ligand binding and exchange by per-
forming flash-photolysis experiments at 290 K (Figure 1 b).
With increasing bulkiness of the side chain of residue 109,
the apparent rate coefficient for the competitive reaction
step I, l1, decreases, with l1ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Val 109)�l1ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Leu 109)>l1-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Phe 109)>l1ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(Trp 109). We note that l1 is dominated by
kCO @ kHis [Eq. (3)]. Concomitantly, the yield of NgbH de-
creased, with N2 (Val 109)>N2 (Leu 109)>N2 (Phe 109), and
the second kinetic step shifted to shorter times in the same
order. However, for mutant Val 109 Trp NgbCO, N2 increased
again, and the second step was slower than for Val 109 Phe
NgbCO.

To elucidate how residue 109 controls heme sliding and,
thereby, affects ligand binding, the equilibrium between the
three relevant forms, NgbH, NgbP, and NgbCO was studied by
using adiabatic reactive molecular dynamics (ARMD)[24–25]

and free-energy simulations with umbrella sampling (Fig-
ure 1 a).[26] All MD simulations were carried out with
CHARMM (c36a4).[27] The protein was solvated by a sphere
of TIP3P waters[28] centered on the heme (precisely, the
center of mass of the four pyrrole nitrogens). A solvent
boundary potential[29] with a radius of 25 � was applied to
constrain the water molecules.[24] A “reaction region” with a
radius of 16 � around the heme was defined, inside of
which the system was propagated with Newtonian dynamics.
The dynamics of the buffer region between 16 and 20 �
from the center was described by using Langevin dynamics.
Individual sampling windows along each reaction coordinate
were separated by 0.1 �, and each window was sampled for
50 ps from canonical, constant particle number, volume and
temperature (NVT) MD simulations. For the harmonic um-
brella potential, Vumb = kumbACHTUNGTRENNUNG(r�rumb)

2, the force constant kumb

was varied between 5 and 350 kcal mol�1 �2, depending on
the value of the sampling coordinate rumb. The data from in-
dividual simulations were combined by using a weighted his-
togram analysis.[30]

From the simulations, free-energy profiles of the transi-
tions from NgbP to the hexacoordinated forms, NgbH and
NgbCO were calculated (Figure 2); the associated activation
free energies DG† are compiled in Table 1. To facilitate a
visual comparison, the free energy of wt NgbP was refer-
enced to zero. Furthermore, to display the effects of the mu-

tations on the transition barriers, the free energies of all
Ngb variants were shifted so as to coincide with the species
wt NgbH. It is apparent from Figure 2 a that a bulkier side
chain at position 109 stabilizes the pentacoordinate state
NgbP relative to NgbH. The calculated free energy barriers
DG†(NgbH!NgbP) decrease and both DG†(NgbP!NgbH)
and DG†(NgbP!NgbCO) increase with increasing bulk of
residue 109. As a result, the kinetics of ligand binding to the
NgbP species should slow, which is indeed experimentally
observed in the first kinetic step (Figure 1 b). We also note
that the activation free energy is significantly lower for the
transition NgbP!NgbCO than for NgbP!NgbH, which is in
agreement with the small yield of NgbH (i.e., N2) observed
in the experiment. The locations of the reaction cusps be-
tween His 64 and CO binding in Figure 2 a and b, respective-
ly, differ slightly. This effect results from the different van
der Waals radii of the bond-forming atoms (N for His and C
for CO) of the two ligands. The barriers for ligand migration
pathways from umbrella-sampling simulations can be deter-
mined to <1 kcal mol�1, as has been demonstrated recent-
ly.[31–32]

In Figure 3, we have depicted the active-site structures of
the NgbH, NgbP, and NgbCO states of wt Ngb and Val 109 Trp
Ngb as was obtained from the simulations. Clearly visible
are the pronounced changes in the orientation of the heme
plane, which can be quantified by a tilt angle a of the heme
normal. From simulations of the wt NgbCO!wt NgbP transi-
tion, a =148. If the wt NgbP conformation is computed by
the wt NgbH!wt NgbP transition, a =168, indicating that the
heme planes in NgbP and NgbH adopt essentially the same
orientation. From the X-ray structures,[22–23] the angle has
been determined as a=128. With increasing bulkiness of
residue 109, a decreased to 48 in Val 109 Trp Ngb (Table 1).
Apparently, a bulky side chain stabilizes the heme in the

Figure 2. Free-energy profiles for the transitions between a) the NgbH

and the NgbP states and b) the NgbP and NgbCO states for wt Ngb and the
different mutants. The bars correspond to enthalpy barriers (in kcal
mol�1) evaluated from experimental rate coefficients.[33] Note that the re-
action coordinates for the profiles differ in the two panels, because the
dissociation reactions were treated independently and individually lead
to the same state, NgbP, as visualized by the horizontal lines. a=

wt Ngb; g=V109 L Ngb; c=V 109 F Ngb; and d=V109 W Ngb.

Table 1. Parameters governing the transitions between the three species
NgbH (H), NgbP (P), and NgbCO (CO).

Residue 109 DG† H!P
[kcal mol�1]

DG†

P!H [8]
DG†

P!CO
DG†

CO!P
Da

Val (wt) 19.3 10.4 3.7 24.1 16
Val (wt)[a] 17.4 13.1 6.8
Leu 6.6 9.6 11
Phe 7.3 11.8 6
Trp 3.2 17.6 5.4 24.8 4

[a] Determined from experimental rate coefficients[33] by using kTST =

(kBT/h)e�DG†/RT with Boltzmann constant kB, absolute temperature T,
Planck�s constant h, and gas constant R.
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pentacoordinate state in an orientation that is closer to the
one found in the CO ligated species. Unconstrained MD
simulations of the Val 109 Trp NgbH!NgbP transition
showed that, within a few hundred picoseconds after break-
ing the His 64–iron bond, the heme and the Trp 109 side
chain perform a concerted motion into an essentially paral-
lel conformation, so that the heme in NgbP is stabilized by p

stacking in an orientation close to the one observed in the
CO ligated form.

The computational results on the heme-sliding dynamics
upon variation of residue 109 are entirely consistent with
the experimentally measured variations in the ligand-bind-
ing kinetics. Moreover, they provide a detailed mechanistic
interpretation of the experimental data. CO photodissocia-
tion produces a short-lived pentacoordinate state, with the
heme still close to the NgbCO-like position and a<28. This
species allows facile CO binding (Figure 1 a, process Ia). To
form the hexacoordinate species NgbH (Figure 1 a, proces-
s Ib), the heme has to shift substantially so that the heme
iron approaches the endogenous His 64 ligand. Large resi-
dues at position 109 interfere with this heme-sliding motion,
and this effect is further enhanced by aromatic side chains

that p stack with the heme macrocycle in the NgbCO state
and thus stabilize a pentacoordinate species with its NgbCO-
like heme orientation. As a result, the fraction of NgbH mol-
ecules decreases (Figure 1 b).

Those His 64 residues, which succeeded in binding to the
heme iron, are finally replaced by CO, because this ligand
forms a stronger bond with the heme iron (Figure 1 a, proc-
ess II). The kinetics of this ligand exchange reaction are con-
trolled by thermal dissociation of the His 64–iron bond. A
large residue at position 109 destabilizes the NgbH species
relative to NgbP, the free-energy barrier DG†(NgbH!NgbP)
is decreased, which accelerates bond breaking. As a result,
the second step becomes faster (Figure 1 b). This model
beautifully explains the changes in the kinetics upon ex-
change of Val 109 by Leu and Phe, but not Trp. The Trp side
chain also stabilizes the heme in an orientation favorable for
CO binding; however, its indole moiety is so large that it
sterically hinders CO access to the heme iron, resulting in
the observed increase in the yield of NgbH and the much
slower ligand exchange rate (Figure 1 a).

To conclude, the mechanistic details of a simple biomolec-
ular reaction by combining kinetic experiments with MD-
based computation were elucidated. Kinetic experiments on
bulk samples allow only a few states to be studied, namely,
initial, final, and perhaps highly populated intermediate
states (bottlenecks) along the reaction pathway. By using
computation, we were able to provide quantitative data and
the necessary atomistic details about the structural changes
involved. Such knowledge is required for a deep understand-
ing of structure/dynamics/function relationships in proteins
and a prerequisite for successful rational protein design and
engineering.
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